
 English Home Learning 27th April 

The 4 sentence types 

 

Monday 
Statement 
Statements are sentences which tell 
you something. They have a capital 
letter and a full stop. 
Write some statement sentences 
about a rocket. They must tell you 
something true about it. 
e.g. The rocket goes into space. 
It moves very fast. 

Tuesday 
Question 
Questions are sentences that ask 
you something. They have a 
capital letter but end in a question 
mark. 
Write some question sentences you 
have about rockets. 
e.g. How many rockets are there? 
When was the first rocket made? 

Wednesday 
Command 
Commands are bossy sentences. 
They tell you to do something like 
an instruction. They can be short. 
Write some command sentences 
that one astronaut might tell 
another. 
e.g. Start the engines now. 
Put on your space suit! 

Thursday 
Exclamation  
Exclamation sentences start with 
what or how. It is a full sentence 
with a verb and ends with an 
exclamation mark. They often 
sound surprised. 
Write some exclamation sentences 
astronauts might say in space. 
e.g. How amazing the moon looks! 
What shiny stars there are! 

Friday 
Complete the sheet below by 
reading the sentences and 
deciding if it is a statement, 
question, command or 
exclamation. 

Fun Idea! 
Practice all your English skills by 

playing this Small Town 
Superhero’s Game! 

Click Here! 
 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/games/embed/small-town-superheroes?exitGameUrl=http%3A%2F%2Fbbc.co.uk%2Fbitesize%2Farticles%2Fzncgvk7
https://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&url=http://clipart-library.com/rocket-cliparts.html&psig=AOvVaw176SUGMvByHtlASG70vlKx&ust=1587810137819000&source=images&cd=vfe&ved=0CAIQjRxqFwoTCOjr4c3tgOkCFQAAAAAdAAAAABAD
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Friday - Identify The Sentence Type 

 The rocket flew to the moon. _________________ 

 

 How hot the sun is! _________________ 

 

 Who was the first person in space? _________________ 

 

 Get your spacesuit on now. _________________ 

 

 Did Tim Peake walk on the moon? _________________ 

 

 What a massive planet it is! _________________ 

 

 The astronaut floated around in space. _________________ 

 

 How big is the sun? _________________ 

 

 I like being in space. _________________ 

 

 Stop him! _________________ 

 


